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ciajfk.com research copyrighted by Bruce Campbell Adamson 1993-95I found my Darco Printing receipt where 

a U.S. Government car was followingme, I thought it was the week before Jack Jacobson received a bomb at 

hislaw practice. Darco Printing is about 3/4 of ablock from Jack Jacobson'swho received a bomb on December 

23, 1996. Bill Clinton said that he didnot know his guest at the White House, Wang Jun (not to be confused 

withJohn Huang) was employing gun smuggling and explosive experts in Santa CruzCounty where Jack 

Jacobson received the bomb. Also note that Wei Lin Huangworked for Wang Jun and she was holding 

explsovies for her brother inAptos, May of 1996, Wei Lin Huang claims to have hundreds of thousands 

ofChinese followers. Is she related to John Huang. or is John Huang merely adistraction from Wang Jun?Larry 

Haapanen asked the following:"You e-mailed me (and a lot of other folks, I assume) last Wednesdayand said, 

among other things, that De Mohrenschildt had ties to theDr. Martin Luther King, RFK and JFK killings. Would 

you care toexpand a bit on how De Mohrenschildt was tied to the first two? I'mno expert on those two 

assassinations, but I have read quite a bitabout them at one time or another, and I was unaware of any 

DeMohrenschildt connection. I would be very interested in hearingmore.Dear Larry:I don't want to give away 

all of the discoveries for they are copyrighted.Those relationships some would say may not amount to much. I 

guess I cangive the folks a bit to think about: I focus on de Mohrenschildt's tiesto Ed J. Hudson of Houston, 

who ran an Oil Engineering project. Hudson wasclose to Percy Foreman, both of their relationships are listed in 

vol. IIIof the de Mohrenschildt Story. Foreman represented about 1,000 murdercases with only one execution. 

Both Foreman, Hudson, Hunt family, RichardNixon were involved in the Texas styled' Watergate before 

Nixon's troublesbegan, The Hunt Wiretapping case.Next Bobby Kennedy, it is merely de Mohrenschildt's friend 

out of the CIAtrust building RNBB, Mr. Jake Hamon. That's all I want to say about himfor now. But he is 

scattered around. Hamon makes believe that he can'tstand de Mohrenschildt in FBI files. But others say 

different. Jake Hamonis covered in Vol. V.I hope this answers your questions, I could be more detailed, but I 

needto discourage others from not wanting to go to the expense of doing theirown research.Bruce C. 

Adamson
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